
Getting Familiar with DATA LOADER Tool 

What is DATA LOAD Tool? 

This is a tool used to load bulk of data/records into a form (Oracle Application form) with just a click of a 

button. This is generally used very frequently by the Apps Functional Folks to load the data into the 

application. 

With this article of mine I would be showing you how this actually works and what are the pre-requisite 

setting and setups required to execute. 

Hoping that DATA LOADER Tool is been installed in your system. The version of Data Load software that I 

have used is “DataLoad Classic V5.4.1.0” here is how the tool looks like. 

 

How it works? 

Let us build a simple Load data script to add Responsibility to a user which is defined in the apps system. 

My aim is that I would load a set of 9 Responsibility into the application for my user. To do so I have built 

the .DLD file. 

Sample DLD file 

 

http://www.dataload.com/downloads/download.php


Don’t get worried with the data that is displayed if this is opened using DATA LOAD it would look good 

and formatted well as shown in FIG (a) 

 

One can build its own .DLD file based on the requirement. The file or the Loader which I have considered 

is based on the consideration that the START would be the User Name when one navigates to SYSTEM 

ADMINISTRATOR Responsibility. Then under SECURITY  USER DEFINE 

The same is highlighted below.. 

 

Query for the Existing user in my case its “SGUNTI” 



 

User Name would be the starting point for the LOAD. It takes 11 TAB to navigate to the Direct 

Responsibility Tab. 

 

For that reason we have 11 Tabs added in the First line of the Tool. This will help us to place the cursor 

at the Direct Responsibility Tab block. 

FIG (a) 

 

 

 

 



By using the command *IR which will help us to add a new line in the current block in Oracle Apps form. 

 

And all the remaining lined in the tool are just the Responsibility Names that would get added for once 

user as highlighted above a set of 9 Responsibility. 

The next step is to load the responsibility, to do so we need to be in sync with the DATA LOAD and the 

Oracle Form, so make sure that the cursor is pointing to the right form and right field. 

 

Now Click on START LOAD by clicking on the ARROW key as highlighted below 

 

The next step is to select the APPLICATION Instance in my case its “Oracle Applications - DEVL 

Environment” as highlighted below. 

 

Once the environment is selected the tool will direct to the Oracle Apps form automatically and perform 

the loading. 

 



Once completed status is as below 

 

The same can be validated at the FORM level or from the Data base backend. 

This completes the process and steps of using DATA LOADER Tool. 

Hope this article is well explained and helps in understanding the process well. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

****************************************************************************** 

   ****************************  END OF THE PROCESS************************** 

****************************************************************************** 


